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Introduction
How can you build stronger trust amongst
your executive team? How can you nurture
its ability t
o hold productive conflicts? In
this article, executive coach Jean-Francois
Cousin draws from his experience with many
leadership teams in Asia to share what can
work well.
Observing an executive team meeting
focused on "Performance Plans", the newest
head-office initiative, I notice participants
are focused, seek clarity, joke regularly,
write-down their actions, take decisions...
And when Andrew -the CEO- questions those
who don't say much, they provide valuable
opinions. However, the meeting drags-on well
beyond the time allocated, with many more
discussions on form than on substance...
As if it was more important to do the exercise
to perfection for headquarters, rather than
complete it in the best interest of the local
business. Another issue: Andrew speaks 40%
of the time, 2 other executives about 15%,
while the rest hardly contributes, unless
prompted. Most strikingly, there is no real
group-discussion and no confrontation of
different opinions. Andrew concludes:
"I know this is creating a lot of extra work for
all of us; please let me know if it isn't possible
to do it within the deadlines." No one says
anything... but the silence weighs heavily.
"Andrew, may I give you candid feedback on
this meeting and your executive team?" I ask.
"Please shoot!" "The good news is: you have
a brilliant collection of dedicated executives.
The bad news is: you don't have a team.
Your guys' degree of interpersonal trust
seems low. They don't engage in healthy
group-discussions. They don't talk about
the elephants in the room (such as the
growing number of priorities and the quest
for perfection)." Andrew requests me to
elaborate and then decides to embark on
a team-building exercise focused on trust,
productive conflict and accountability.

Effectiveness derailers for an
Executive Team
We choose to leverage Patrick Lencioni's
ap'proach in his book "the five dysfunctions

Andrew and his executives read Lenciom's book
and complete its team-assessment questionnaire.
Unsurprisingly, the team scores low on 2 particul;
points:

of a team" : five steps to build a highly
effective team. First, establish trust
amongst members, the kind of trust which
makes people comfortable to disclose their
weaknesses and ask for help. Second,
engage in unfiltered, productive conflict,
rather than skip \ to preserve artificial
harmony within the group. This suppresses
ambiguity and generates healthy decisions,
to which people can genuinely commit
(third step). The fourth step invites
team-members to be accountable to
each-other for their performance and
"call their peers on actions and behaviors
that seem counterproductive to the good
of the team". The final step -"attention to
results"- requests team-members to place
the collective goals of their peers-team
above their own interest or their
subordinates' team benefit.

@ "team-members know about one another's
personal lives and are comfortable
discussing them";
@ "team-members discuss together the most
difficult issues until resolution is found ".
Another preparatory assessment the Executive
Team undertakes is 'Thomas-Kilmann conflict
mode instrument' (TK1) (2), which categorizes
people's approach to conflict along two dimensioi
assertiveness (the extent to which the person
attempts to satisfy his/her own concerns) and
cooperativeness (the extent to which the person
attempts to satisfy the other person's concerns).
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The core challenge: embracing trust
and personal vulnerability
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Engaging in productive conversations
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Now we are getting the right spin
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